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Power Link VR is a port of Robotry! for the HTC Vive. The original game was developed and is 100% complete, but it required a Unity SDK which wasn't available for the Vive at the time. The Power Link is a simple adapter that allows the Vive to do all the things Steam Controller does, as well as a lot
more. It's the cheapest, most accessible way to get into Robotry! VR. For more information, visit: Credits : Robotry! is developed by ReFlect Studios, aka Funmagnet. The HUB in the single player mode and multiplayer games is designed by J.Ken Smith. Gameplay and Coding is 100% complete but is only

accessible in VR. Made with Unity, processed with Daydream Emulator. Without Steve, we couldn't do this! Come say hi! Facebook : Twitter : Instagram : The majority of this game is developed in-house by Robotry. Check out their YouTube channel here: Robotry is a full-body physics game where you
must gather items and overcome obstacles while building your own robot as you navigate different worlds. Have a look at our website to learn more about the robot and how it works: Play the game and learn more about robotics in roboticsweek.org Want to be notified of all the latest robot news?

Subscribe to the Robot Workshop! Robot Workshop featuring Robotry. published:31 Dec 2016 views:10163 Robots are coming for your job! Subscribe to our channel: Other Videos You Might Like 10 Biggest Mysteries in the Universe 20 Biggest Mysteries

Features Key:
Possible players: 2-4

Play 2 times, same maps
Use multiple weapons

Online Multiplayer

Play Username Options
TeamSpaces Team ID Options

Gold Options
Once you are logged on to the game, you can find the teams you are assigned to by looking in the top-right hand portion of your screen. If there are no teams assigned, you will see "No teams" next to that section.

Tired of Floors?

Play Floor Options
Walk Through Floor Options
Map or Build Floor Options
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